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Accumulations

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Accumulation L221000 - Large box, with several thousand stamps, both loose and on fragment, from all over the world, even 
repeated, also noted stamps from the classical or semi-classical period, a large lot of leaflets, all different, which 
alone is worth part of the price , some beautiful pieces of postal history and first day stockcards, 1 kg gross weight, 
box included. Lots of fun! The photo is only an example of the lot. Lot always available, even in multiples of 
kilograms.

50 €

Accumulation L223175 - Accumulation of various material, including postal history 30 €
Accumulation L223222 - Collection with postage stamps, postcards, new and used, and postal history. 30 €
Accumulation L223285 - Collection of 4 binders and envelopes. 30 €
Accumulation L223433 - Accumulation, on 3 stockbooks, with stamps from the European area and Australia. 20 €
Accumulation L223581 - Accumulation on 2 binders, binder pages and 1 China folder. 35 €
Accumulation L223604 - Accumulation, on 3 stockbooks, mainly Africa 30 €
Accumulation L223605 - Collection of various material. Look at the pictures. 10 €
Accumulation L223606 - Accumulation on 4 stockbooks. See the photos. 30 €
Accumulation L223607 - Accumulation on stockbook cabinets, even many pieces of stockcard. 50 €
Accumulation L223608 - Accumulation, on 4 stockbooks, with used stamps. 40 €
Accumulation L223609 - World collection on 3 stockbooks 30 €
Accumulation L223627 - Accumulation on 2 binders and binder pages. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Accumulation L223638 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, including postal history. 45 €
Accumulation L223639 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with nice Egypt lot. 40 €
Accumulation L223640 - Accumulation, on 3 stockbooks. Look at the pictures. 25 €
Accumulation L223647 - Collection, on 3 stockbook, with postage stamps, from Asia and Australia. 35 €
Accumulation L223727 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks. Look at the pictures. 25 €
Accumulation L223730 - Accumulation of various material on 2 binders. 35 €
Accumulation L223739 - Accumulation on 4 stockbooks. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Accumulation L223740 - Collection of letters and postcards. 10 €
Accumulation L223744 - Collection of various material. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Accumulation L223749 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with used stamps, from France, Cuba, and Spain. 25 €
Accumulation L223750 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks, with used stamps, mainly from the European area. 25 €
Accumulation L223751 - Collection with postage stamps and postal history. 30 €



Accumulation L223752 - Accumulation on 3 stockbook cabinets and a binder, with stamps, and envelopes. 30 €
Accumulation L223753 - World collection, on 3 stockbooks. 35 €
Accumulation L223759 - Accumulation: noted, various Topical and Italy lot. 25 €
Accumulation L223781 - Accumulation of new and used stamps, on 3 stockbooks. 40 €
Accumulation L223782 - Accumulation of new and used stamps, on 3 stockbooks. 40 €
Accumulation L223786 - Accumulation of new * hinged stamps, in mixed conditions. Look at the pictures. 25 €
Accumulation L223797 - Collection of various material. 15 €
Accumulation L223816 - Accumulation of postal history, mainly Italy Republic, on 3 large binders. 25 €

Europe > Austria

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Austria L223596 - Austria Collection, on 3 albums, from 1850 to 1987, with stamps, new and used, with an excellent classic 
lot, enriched by interesting pieces of Postal History. Huge catalog value.

890 €

Austria L223773 - Lot of 8 circulated letters, Austria, from the classical period. 30 €
Austria L223774 - Lot Austria, with 2 circulated letters, classical period. 25 €

Europe > Benelux

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Belgium L223728 - Belgium collection, on large stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 20 €

Europe > Eastern Europe

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Soviet Union L223241 - Soviet Union collection, on 7 notebooks, with used stamps. 40 €
Turkey L223615 - Turkey collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, even repeated ones. 160 €
Turkey L223616 - Turkey Collection, on album, from no. 1, with stamps, mostly used, excellent classic section. Very high 

value.
670 €

Soviet Union L223732 - Soviet Union collection, on stockbook, until 1985, only blocks, new ** never hinged. 35 €
Soviet Union L223733 - Soviet Union collection, on stockbook, from 1976 to 1987, with postage stamps, used. 30 €
Soviet Union L223734 - Soviet Union collection, on stockbook, from 1988 to 1991, with postage stamps, used. 20 €

Poland L223736 - Poland collection, on stockbook, until 1965, with postage stamps, used. 25 €
Poland L223737 - Poland collection, on 2 stockbooks, from 1966 to 1990, with postage stamps, used. 35 €
Russia L223738 - Russia collection, on 2 stockbooks, from the beginning to 1964, with new and used stamps. 40 €

Soviet Union L223743 - Soviet Union collection, on binder, with blocks only, used, from 1964 to 1988. 35 €
Soviet Union L223747 - Soviet Union collection, on binder, with postage stamps, used. 45 €

Russia L223748 - Collection Russia, on stockbook, from Empire and Soviet Union, with stamps, new * / **, and used, to be 
inspected carefully.

60 €

Poland L223756 - Poland collection, on album, with used stamps. 40 €
Yugoslavia L223764 - Incredible Yugoslavia collection, on albums, from 1949 to 1978, with stamps, new ** never hinged. Very 

high CV.
950 €

Hungary L223784 - Lot Hungary, with new * hinged stamps, in complete sets, with Zeppelin 1931 sets. 20 €
Eastern Europe L223788 - Eastern Europe Collection, with used and new leaflets and stamps ** never hinged, of good overall value. 45 €
Czech Republic

and Slovakia
L223811 - Collection of the Czech Republic and Slovakia, from 1993 to 2015, with new stamps ** never hinged. 80 €

Hungary L223823 - Lot Hungary, from 1881 to 1966, with new * hinged stamps, also in complete sets. There is also the 1933 
Airmail sets, mixed, mostly new ** never hinged, for 380 eur.

60 €

Bulgaria L223826 - Remains of the Bulgaria collection, from 1879 to 1970, with new * hinged and used stamps, on perhaps a 
complete album from the period.

40 €

Europe > France

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

France L223559 - Collection France, on albums, from 1853 to 1941, with many stamps and blocks, new * / ** and used, of 
value: Napoleon, Bordeaux, Sage 1876, Mouchon, Mineraline **, the blocks, enormous catalog value.

3800 €

France L223560 - France collection, on albums, from 1942 to 1959, with stamps, new ** never hinged. Noted: Dulac **, 
signed.

650 €

France L223561 - France collection, on albums, from 1960 to 1975, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 100 €
France L223563 - Collection of French air mail only, on album pages, from 1936, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, 

including a beautiful 50 Francs ** dark green, rare.
980 €

France L223564 - Superb Classic lot, from France, from pre-catelists, from USA and French colonies, headed to France: 
Disinfect, Paquebot, Postal Fraud, very high value.

1400 €



French
colonies

L223658 - French Colonies Collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new and used: Lebanon and Guadalupe 100 €

French
colonies

L223660 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from Madagascar and Martinique. 90 €

French
colonies

L223673 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from the French Somali Coast, 
Dahomey, Fezzan.

60 €

French
colonies

L223686 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. Look at the pictures. 25 €

French
colonies

L223704 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, also Togo and Tchad, Haiti 25 €

French
colonies

L223705 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, good lot Cameroun. 25 €

French
colonies

L223706 - Collection of French colonies, Sudan, and Syria, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 25 €

French
colonies

L223710 - Collection of French Colonies, Cameroon and Comoros, on stockbook, with new and used postage 
stamps.

50 €

French
colonies

L223711 - Collection French Colonies, Memel, Niger, New Hebrides, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / **. 150 €

France L223767 - Lot France, on stockcard, with stamps, classic, used. 50 €
France L223770 - France collection, on stockcard stock, with stamps, new and used. 25 €
France L223771 - France collection, on stockcard stock, with stamps, almost all new ** never hinged. 110 €

Europe > Germany

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Germany Bund L223541 - Germany Bund Collection, from 1954 to 1997, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged. 55 €
Germany DDR L223746 - Germany DDR collection, on binder, with postage stamps, used, also German Occupation in Ukraine. 20 €
Germany DDR L223777 - Germany DDR collection, until 1964, on album, with new stamps ** never hinged. 20 €
Germany Bund L223778 - Germany Bund half-blank album, from 1949 to 1971, with full pages. with pockets. 20 €

Germany L223779 - Half-empty album Germany Occupations and Bund, from 1945 to 1969, with full pages, with pockets. 20 €
Germany Reich L223798 - Germany Reich collection, with used stamps. 50 €
Germany Reich L223799 - Germany Reich collection, with used stamps. 20 €
Germany Reich L223800 - Collection Germany, from 1872 to 1945, Empire, Weimer and Reich, on 2 albums with pockets, with used 

stamps.
350 €

Europe > Italy Colonies

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italian colonies L223716 - Italian Colonies Collection, on stockcards, 1930s, with stamps, new ** never hinged, cpl set (only 1 stamp 
is missing, and 1 free defect).

1800 €

Europe > Italy Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy Kingdom L223717 - 1936-37, Italy Kingdom, Horace and Summer Colonies, cpl set, new ** never hinged. 280 €
Italy Kingdom L223792 - Italy Kingdom collection, with new * / ** stamps, classified, for very high catalog value. 240 €

Italy L223809 - Collection of envelopes, postcards and postal stationery, traveled from the pre-unification period to the 
Kingdom of Italy, with beautiful postage.

150 €

Italy Kingdom L223810 - Lot of postal stationery, Kingdom of Italy period, traveled and not traveled, on albums. 60 €

Europe > Italy Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy L223772 - Italy collection, on stockcard, with postage stamps, new and used, including postal history. 50 €
Fiume L223801 - Incredible Fiume collection, from 1918 to 1924, on Marini albums, with new * / ** stamps, many complete 

sets and valuable stamps, many signed and certified. Huge catalog value!
1490 €

Fiume L223802 - Beautiful collection Fiume, with used stamps and on fragments, also in complete sets and of very high 
overall value, many signed stamps.

700 €

Fiume L223803 - Collection of 55 old postcards from Fiume, from the Italian period, new and circulated. 270 €
Redeemed

lands
L223806 - Collection of postcards from Terre Redente, both vintage and modern, traveled and not traveled. 150 €



Europe > Italy Republic

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy Republic L223780 - Italy Republic collection, with new and used stamps. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Italy Republic L223793 - Italy Republic collection, from 1945 to 2012, with used stamps. 80 €
Italy Republic L223794 - Italy Republic collection, from 1945 to 2012, with used stamps. 95 €
Italy Republic L223804 - Lot of blocks and postcards from Italy Republic, all used. 50 €
Italy Republic L223812 - Italy Republic collection, from 1945 to 2013, with used stamps. 80 €
Italy Republic L223813 - Lot of postal stationery from the Italy Republic period, traveled and not traveled, on albums. 90 €

Europe > San Marino

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

San Marino L223791 - Lot San Marino, 1993-94, with new stamps ** never hinged, in blocks of four. 15 €

Europe > Scandinavia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Finland L223769 - Finland collection, on stockcard stock, with stamps, new and used, from the classics. 75 €

Europe > Switzerland

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Switzerland L223614 - 1945, Switzerland, block no. 11, new ** never hinged. 60 €
Switzerland L223761 - Swiss collection, on stockbook pages, with blocks, 30/40/50 years, all new ** never hinged, some 

stamped.
440 €

Europe > United Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

British colonies L223718 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, to be inspected carefully. 440 €
British colonies L223719 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, to be inspected carefully. 280 €
British colonies L223720 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, interesting New Zealand and 

New South Wales lots.
420 €

British colonies L223721 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, to be inspected carefully. High
total value.

300 €

British colonies L223722 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, to be inspected carefully. 290 €
British colonies L223723 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, interesting Labuan lot. 250 €
British colonies L223724 - British Colonies Collection, on album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used. 370 €

England L223729 - England collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, used from the beginning to the 1920s. 45 €

Europe > Vatican

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Vatican L223725 - Incredible Vatican accumulation, of a former merchant, from 1958 to 2017, with stamps, leaflets, 
postcards, new ** never hinged, and used, repeated, enormous catalog value. Impossible to photograph the whole 
lot. For reseller.

1600 €

Vatican L223796 - Vatican Collection, from 1929 to 1978, on album, with new stamps * / **. Look at the pictures! 220 €
Vatican L223814 - Vatican collection, from the 1950s to the 2000s, with used stamps. 40 €



Europe > Europe Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Denmark L223025 - Collection Denmark, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / ** and used. 20 €
Europe L223056 - Europe collection, on 2 albums, with stamps, new and used. 30 €
Europe L223167 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from: Scandinavia and northern Europe. 35 €

French Andorra L223565 - French Andorra Collection, on album, from 1931 to 1991, with stamps, new * / **. The high values of 1931 
are * hinged, and signed. Very high catalog value.

780 €

Spanish
Andorra

L223566 - Spanish Andorra collection, on albums, from 1928 to 1988, almost cpl, with stamps, mostly new ** never 
hinged (a few * hinged), including the 40c (without check digit) new **.

1100 €

French Andorra L223567 - French Andorra collection, on stockbook pages, 1982 block number 1, with the 4 official color proofs, new 
** never hinged, signed.

390 €

Liechtenstein L223636 - Liechtenstein collection, on albums, from the beginning to 1989, with new and used postage stamps. 30 €
French Andorra L223655 - French Andorra Collection, on album, from 1931 to 2005, with stamps, new * / **. 520 €

Monaco L223656 - Monaco collection, on albums, from 1973 to 1994: with stamps, until 1982 new * hinged, then new ** never
hinged.

100 €

Monaco L223657 - Monaco collection, on albums, from 1995 to 2005, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 160 €
French Andorra L223676 - French Andorra collection, on albums, from 2011 to 2018, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 170 €

Monaco L223678 - Monaco collection, on album, only blocks, new * / **. High overall value. 290 €
Monaco L223693 - Monaco collection on album, from 2011 to 2018, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 260 €
Monaco L223694 - Monaco collection, on album, from 1885 to 1974, with stamps, new * hinged. High overall value. 350 €
Monaco L223695 - Monaco collection, on album, from 2006 to 2010, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 210 €

French Andorra L223696 - French Andorra collection, on albums, from 2006 to 2010, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 50 €
Monaco L223698 - Monaco collection, on albums, services only, new * hinged, until 1986. 190 €
Europe L223762 - Incredible collection in Europe, on large stockbook, with stamps, new * / **, many cpl set, of value, even 

repeated, excellent lots of: Albania (in particular Airmail), and Sarre. Huge value!
2100 €

Liechtenstein L223766 - Liechtenstein collection, on albums, from the beginning to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged, many 
cpl set, of value, even years 30/40/50. Very high catalog value.

740 €

Liechtenstein
and Austria

L223815 - Lot of postal stationery and First Day Covers from Liechtenstein and Austria. 15 €

Europe CEPT L223817 - Lot of 2 blank Marini albums, with complete pages of the 1966/68, 1974/75 and 1980/84 stamps, with 
pockets. Free many other incomplete pages of various years.

10 €

Europe L223820 - Europe collection, with mostly used stamps. 35 €
Europe L223821 - Europe collection, with new and used stamps. As a tribute, an accumulation of Italian postal history, 

impossible to photograph.
35 €

Africa

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Africa L223569 - Africa Collection, on albums, with stamps, new and used, many from former French colonies. High overall 
value.

240 €

Egypt L223575 - Egypt collection, from the beginning to 1971, on albums, with stamps, new and used, excellent classic 
section. high value.

350 €

Africa L223577 - Africa Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, even classic ones, to be inspected carefully. 120 €
Africa L223580 - Africa collection, on album, with stamps, new and used, also cpl set, excellent lot of Portuguese colonies. 120 €

Guinea Bissau L223586 - Guinea Bissau collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 25 €
Africa L223587 - Africa collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 30 €
Africa L223594 - Africa Collection, on album, with stamps, new and used. Especially nice Angola collection. 150 €

Equatorial
Guinea

L223597 - Equatorial Guinea collection, on album, with used stamps, excellent for the Topical. 40 €

Africa L223598 - Africa Collection, on albums, with new and used stamps, including former French Colonies. 120 €
Africa L223599 - Africa Collection, on albums, with stamps, new and used, even classic ones. 90 €

Burundi L223600 - Burundi collection, on albums, from 1962 to 1970, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, even not 
indented.

610 €

Togo L223601 - Togo collection, on albums, from 1957 to 1970, with stamps, new ** never hinged, even not notched. 470 €
Africa L223610 - Africa Collection, on 2 stockbook cabinets, with stamps, new and used. 40 €

Rwanda L223617 - Rwanda collection, on albums, from 1962 to 1970, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 190 €
Africa L223618 - Africa collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, 60s / 70s. 60 €
Africa L223631 - Africa collection, on stockbook, also stamps from Tangier, Tunisia. 35 €

Equatorial
Guinea

L223633 - Equatorial Guinea collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 50 €

Togo and Chad L223634 - Togo and Chad collection, on album, with stamps, new and used. 60 €
Africa L223641 - Africa Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, see photos. 25 €
Africa L223643 - Africa collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected carefully. 60 €

Tanzania L223648 - Tanzania collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 35 €
Africa L223654 - Africa collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 35 €
French

colonies
L223661 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from Congo, Ivory Coast, French 
Somali Coast.

80 €

Togo L223665 - Togo collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 30 €
Algeria L223674 - Algeria collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, from Independence. 25 €
Algeria L223675 - Algeria Collection, on albums, from 1924 to 1958, with stamps, new * / **, also cpl. 270 €

Morocco L223677 - Morocco collection, on album, from 1912 to 1955, with stamps, new * / **. 210 €
Africa L223679 - Africa Collection, on 2 binders and binder pages. Look at the pictures. 30 €



French
colonies

L223684 - French Colonies Collection - Senegal - on stockbook, with stamps, new and used 25 €

French
colonies

L223685 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from Guinea, Guyana, Upper Volta 80 €

Tunisia L223697 - Tunisia collection, on albums, from 1885 to 1955, with stamps, new * / ** and used, many cpl set, 210 €
Africa L223699 - Africa Collection, on 2 stockbook cabinets, with stamps, new and used. Look at the pictures. 20 €

Madagascar L223701 - Madagascar collection, on 3 stockbooks, with stamps, new and used. 30 €
French

colonies
L223712 - Collection of French colonies, Afars, Equatorial and Western Africa, on stockbook, with stamps, new and 
used.

190 €

Somalia L223795 - Somalia collection, from 1993 to 2003, on stockbook, with new stamps ** never hinged, even in complete 
sets. Look at the pictures!

55 €

Americas

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

South America L223573 - South America collection, on album, with stamps, new and used, lots of classics, high overall value. 260 €
America L223574 - Cuba and United States collection, on albums, with stamps, new and used. 80 €
America L223576 - America collection, on album, with used and new stamps, excellent Canadian lot, from the classical period. 230 €

Chile L223584 - Chile collection, on 3 stockbooks, with stamps, new and used, from the classics, to be inspected carefully. 90 €
Colombia L223588 - Colombia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period. 60 €
Ecuador L223589 - Ecuador collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from the classics. 60 €

South America L223621 - South America collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected carefully. 120 €
America L223626 - America Collection, on 3 stockbooks, with stamps, mostly used. 50 €
Canada L223632 - Canada collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, also Newfoundland lot. 20 €

United States L223646 - United States collection, with postage stamps, used, from the beginning to 1970, also many classics, on 
stockbook.

110 €

United States L223649 - United States collection, with stamps, used, on 2 large binders. 40 €
S. Pierre and

Miquelon
L223663 - S. Pierre and Miquelon Collection, on stockbook, with airmail stamps, leaflets, and postcards, mostly new 
** never hinged.

310 €

S. Pierre and
Miquelon

L223687 - S. Pierre and Miquelon collection, on stockbook pages, only leaflets, new ** never hinged. 30 €

S. Pierre and
Miquelon

L223688 - S. Pierre and Miquelon Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / **, from beginning to 2010. 390 €

Tahiti L223689 - Tahiti collection, on stockbook, with blocks, from 2007 to 2012, new ** never hinged. 80 €
S. Pierre and

Miquelon
L223702 - S. Pierre and Miquelon Collection, on stockbook page, only services, new. 50 €

S. Pierre and
Miquelon

L223703 - S. Pierre and Miquelon Collection, on stockbook page, only services, new. 120 €

S. Pierre and
Miquelon

L223708 - S. Pierre and Miquelon collection, on stockbook, until 2018, only blocks, new ** never hinged. 60 €

Nicaragua L223735 - Nicaragua collection, on stockbook pages, with postage stamps, used. 15 €
Canada L223827 - Lot Canada, with tax stamps, new * / ** and used, even repeated, to be inspected with the utmost 

attention.
70 €

Greenland L223829 - Empty album Greenland, from the beginning until 1989, with complete pages, with pockets. 20 €

Asia and Oceania

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

French
Polynesia

L223562 - French Polynesia collection, on albums, from 1958 to 1992, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged (a 
few * hinged), Very high catalog value.

1090 €

TAAF L223568 - TAAF collection, on albums, from 1948 to 1992, perhaps cpl, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged (a 
few * hinged). Noted Albatros **.

1340 €

India L223570 - India collection, on album, with used stamps, from the feudal states, to the English occupation, until 1972. 290 €
Australia L223571 - Australia collection, on album, with stamps, new and used, from the Old States, until 1984. Great lot of 

classics.
340 €

Asia L223572 - Asia Collection, on albums, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period, to be inspected 
carefully.

280 €

Japan L223578 - Japan collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period. 60 €
Israel L223579 - Israel collection, on album, with stamps, new and used, until 1977. 35 €
Asia L223585 - Asia collection, on 2 stockbook cabinets, with stamps, new and used, including Indonesia 45 €
Asia L223590 - Asia collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used. 35 €

Korea L223591 - Korea collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period 35 €
Yemen L223593 - Yemen collection, on album, with postage stamps, used. Great lot for the Topical. 40 €

Asia L223595 - Asia collection, on album, with stamps, new and used. Especially good Japan collection. 120 €
Israel L223602 - Collection of FDC of Israel, 1973 to 1978. 20 €
Israel L223612 - Collection of FDC Israel, on binder, from 1957 to 1973. 25 €

Vietnam L223619 - Vietnam collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 90 €
Oceania L223622 - Oceania collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected carefully. 90 €
Oceania L223623 - Oceania collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period, to be inspected 

carefully.
200 €

Cambodia L223625 - Cambodia collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 35 €



New Zeland L223628 - New Zealand collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used, from the beginning to 1978. 60 €
Philippines L223629 - Philippines collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 25 €

Laos L223630 - Laos collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 30 €
Macau L223635 - Macao Collection, on albums, from the beginning until 2000, with new and used stamps and blocks, 

including complete sets.
150 €

Manchuria L223637 - Manchuria Collection, on album pages, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected carefully. 60 €
Middle East L223642 - Middle East collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 30 €

China L223644 - China collection, on stockcard stock, with stamps, new without gum. 25 €
Asia L223645 - Asia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 20 €

Asia and
Oceania

L223651 - Asia and Oceania Collection, on album, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected carefully. 210 €

North Korea L223652 - North Korea Collection, on albums, with stamps, blocks and miniature blocks. 30 €
Middle East L223653 - Middle East collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, with interesting lots from Yemen, Oman,

and Qatar.
90 €

New Caledonia L223659 - New Caledonia collection, on stockbook, with only blocks, new ** never hinged. 130 €
Wallis and

Futuna
L223662 - Wallis and Futuna collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, airmail, new ** never hinged. 200 €

New Caledonia L223664 - New Caledonia collection, on stockbook, with services and postcards, new. 30 €
French

colonies
L223666 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from French Oceania, and 
Oubangui.

160 €

Cambodia L223667 - Cambodia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 30 €
Mauritania and

Mayotte
L223668 - Mauritania and Mayotte collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 130 €

Wallis and
Futuna

L223670 - Wallis and Futuna collection, on stockbook, from the beginning, to 2010, with new stamps * / **. 360 €

French
Polynesia

L223671 - French Polynesia collection, on stockbook, from 1958 to 2005, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 690 €

French
Polynesia

L223672 - French Polynesia collection, on stockbook, from 1976 to 2017, only blocks, new ** never hinged. 240 €

Laos L223680 - Laos collection, on 2 stockbooks, with used stamps. 20 €
New Caledonia L223681 - New Caledonia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from 1995 to 2018. 310 €
New Caledonia L223682 - New Caledonia collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1991, with stamps, new * / **. 260 €
New Caledonia L223683 - New Caledonia Collection, on stockbook cabinets, with postage stamps, by Air Mail, mostly new ** never 

hinged.
150 €

Wallis and
Futuna

L223690 - Wallis and Futuna collection, on stockbook, from 2010 to 2017, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 110 €

French
Polynesia

L223691 - French Polynesia Collection, on stockbook, only services, mostly new ** never hinged. 520 €

French India
and Indochina

L223692 - French India and Indochina collection, on stockbook, with new and used postage stamps. 140 €

Laos L223700 - Laos collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new and used. Look at the pictures. 20 €
New Caledonia L223707 - New Caledonia collection, on stockbook, with blocks and miniature blocks, new ** never hinged. 70 €

Cambodia L223709 - Cambodia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 25 €
Laos L223713 - Laos collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. Look at the pictures. 25 €

Wallis and
Futuna

L223714 - Wallis and Futuna collection, on stockbook, from 2002 to 2017, with stamps and blocks, new ** never 
hinged.

75 €

French
Polynesia

L223715 - French Polynesia collection, on stockbook, from 2005 to 2018, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 330 €

Jordan L223726 - Jordan collection, on 3 stockbooks, from the beginning to 1982, with stamps, new * / ** and used, including
12 strips of 5 stamps, from 1976 (400 eur). High total value.

640 €

Macau L223760 - Macao collection, on 2 stockbooks, from 1997 to 2009, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged. 390 €
Israel L223763 - Lot of excellent sets and blocks, from Israel, mostly new ** never hinged. Noted 19-21 ** with TAB, 

postage ** without TAB, 33-38 ** with Tab.
480 €

Taiwan L223765 - Taiwan collection, on stockbook cabinet with stamps, mostly used. Look at the pictures. 75 €
Macau L223776 - Lot of 2 blocks, and 1 cpl set, Macau, on stockcards, new ** never hinged 160 €
Asia L223785 - China, Hong Kong and Macao Collection, with new blocks and stamps ** never hinged, in complete sets. 70 €
Asia L223787 - Lot from different Asian countries, with used and new leaflets and stamps ** never hinged, even in 

complete sets.
50 €

Bhutan L223789 - Bhutan collection, with postmarks and stamps, in complete sets, all new ** never hinged. 60 €
China L223790 - China collection, 1999, with complete sets of stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged. 30 €
China L223824 - China collection, with postmarks and stamps, all new ** never hinged and used. Note bustone with 

banknote of Macau. Look at the pictures.
40 €

Rest of the world

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

World L223146 - World Postal History Collection, with envelopes also from the classical period. 15 €
World L223402 - Huge accumulation, World, of travel envelopes, with interesting postage. 25 €
World L223582 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, many classics, to be inspected carefully. 90 €
World L223592 - World Collection, on binder, with letters and classic postcards, many valuable pieces: excellent lot Mexico,

Nepal, Dutch Indies, and India Paid from 1856.
390 €

World L223603 - World Collection, on binder, with Maximum stockcards, FDC, and postcards, mainly Israel. 20 €
World L223611 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 30 €
World L223613 - World Collection, in 2 circulated envelopes. 10 €
World L223731 - World collection, on binder, with used stamps, with good lot China 60 €



World L223741 - World Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, including China lot. 25 €
World L223742 - World Collection, on binder, with only blocks, used. 25 €
World L223745 - World Collection, on binder, with only blocks, used. 45 €
World L223768 - World Collection, on stockcard, with stamps, new and used, excellent lot China Taiwan and Hong Kong 260 €
World L223825 - Europa World Collection, with used stamps, from the classics, also of former English and French colonies. 60 €
World L223828 - Lot World, with classic and semi-classic stamps, new and used, to be inspected with the utmost attention. 60 €

Topical

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Various Topical L223583 - Collection of Various Topical, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 40 €
Various Topical L223624 - Collection of Various Topical, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 30 €
Various Topical L223650 - Various Topical Collection, on albums, with blocks and miniature blocks, used. 30 €
Various Topical L223754 - Various Topical Collection, on albums, with postage stamps, used. 40 €
Various Topical L223755 - Collection of various Topical, on albums, with postage stamps, used. 40 €

History of
France

L223757 - History of France topical collection, on albums, with used postage stamps and slips. 35 €

Sport L223758 - Sports-topical collection, on albums, with stamps, used. 25 €
Space L223783 - Lot Space, with used and new stamps, mostly ** never hinged, in complete sets. 20 €

Art L223807 - Thematic collection Art, mainly paintings, with new and used stamps. 35 €
Art L223808 - Thematic collection Art, mainly paintings, with new and used stamps. 25 €

Christmas L223818 - Christmas thematic collection, on album, with new stamps ** never hinged. 25 €
Various Topical L223819 - Thematic collection Space, Meteorology, Telecommunications and Atom, with new ** and used stamps. 40 €

Space L223822 - Space thematic collection, with commemorative envelopes of space launches, bulletins and used stamps, 
in complete sets. Look at the pictures.

40 €


